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New Orleans - 2058 - MATTHEW RAYMOND, a private
detective, locked into a maze of deceit and deception
uncovers the truth of Project Transcendence. A
gripping page-turning thriller serial killer novel in the
tradition of "The Silence of the Lambs," "Darkly
Dreaming Dexter," and "Misery" that demands to be
read. One part suspenseful thriller of 'who done it,' one
part science fiction and one part sizzling erotica that
makes "Fifty Shades of Grey" look PG, "The Keystroke
Killer: Transcendence" is an impressive debut for
Caudle as she weaves her characters into a dark and
twisted journey to uncover a deranged and utterly
immoral serial killer who controls a weapon of mass
destruction. Set in the backdrops of political
corruption and scandal in 2053 New Orleans, the novel
follows Matthew a tortured private investigator as he
tracks down a violent and dangerous serial killer who
is destined to become one of the most genuinely
chilling serial killers in fiction. "The Keystroke Killer"
is unforgettable and grisly disturbing you will not likely
forget. This novel is not for the feint of heart, but is a
must read that will keep you turning the pages as you
hold your breath.

WHAT OTHERS SAY
"Full of shocking twists, turns and flips that will
blow your mind, and have you turning the page
begging for more." Jeffrey Jordan, SAG Actor
“An electrifying debut with unexpected turns and
twists.” Robby Cook Stroud, Literary Agent
“Truly wicked and powerful. A page turner.”
Rockin Dopsie Jr., Grammy Nominated Zydeco
Musician
“Makes Fifty Shades of Grey and Silence of the
Lambs look PG.” Kelly Cheatem, Realtor
“A saga like no other. A must read.” Erin
Cadiere, CEO – No Regrets Apparel
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